
WE PROTECT YOU

BLACK 
COLOR
A discrete and strong 
protection to wear over 
any motorcycle jacket.

NEW 
DESIGN

TURTLE 2

COLLECTION
2019
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normal inflation

100
ms

Excellent protection 
with our 
TURTLE technology

A high-quality back protector (SAS-TEC level 2) is placed over the airbag as a rigid outer ma-
terial like a turtle shell so that the whole back is protected in case of a fall. This innovation is 
a very big protection improvement for the back. The results of absorption and distribution of 
shocks is considerably higher and it protects from intruding objects. 

Adjustable Three adjustment straps to fit the vest nicely over any motorcycle gear. Resistant fastening 
clips to sustain many inflations. Easy to open and close even with gloves.

Retro-reflective We added small retro-reflective parts for night visibility at the back to provide a discrete and 
strong protection.

Ventilated textile 
and high comfort

Interior textile 3D mesh for maximum air circulation. We have a very low cut underarm to 
keep a full freedom of movement. On this new version, we chose a soft neoprene collar for a 
better comfort around the neck.

Convenient 1 exterior pocket for small objects (bank card, cash, highway badge, etc.).

Reconditioning Quick and easy replacement of the CO2 cartridge. It is nicely hidden in a pocket for more 
aesthetics.

Mechanical trigger 
system

Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected airbag activation and changing batteries. 
No special tools or technical knowledge are required to install the lanyard on the motorcycle.

Certification CE certification - Turtle 2 is certified by the external laboratory ALIENOR CERTIFICATION, the 
French specialist for objectively testing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

FEATURES

TURTLE 2
INNOVATIVE 

AIRBAG SHAPE
Stabilization of the head, 
neck and spine to avoid 

whiplash injuries and 
hyper-extension.

REUSABLE
Replace the CO2 

cartridge to reactivate 
your airbag on your 

own in less than 2 min.

INFLATION TIME
Very fast under 100 ms 

to inflate a large 
volume with an optimal 

pressure. Faster than the 
blink of an eye.

AIRBAG VOLUME
From 14 to 28 liters of 

protection (depends on 
the airbag size).



The Turtle 2 in black is known for its discrete look. It matches to any outfit and makes the extra protection 
as unobtrusive as possible. Retro-reflective stripes on the back guarantee the rider a high visibility on the 
road at night or in bad weather conditions. The CO2 cartridge is nicely hidden in a pocket. Due to generous 
adjustment straps the Turtle 2 fits easily over any motorcycle jacket while ensuring a high comfort.

Black color is always on stock. The other colors are 
available on request, up to 10 weeks delivery time. 
The price for a customized Turtle is 6300,- NOK
Minimum order is 10 pcs 

Dark Green

Brown

Dark Grey

Navy Blue

Bordeaux

Red

Orange

Light Blue

Royal Blue

Light Green

Purple


Resistant fastening 

clips to sustain 
many inflations. 

Easy to open/close 
even with gloves.

Cartridge 
nicely hidden 

in a pocket.




Soft neoprene collar 

for a better comfort


Retro-reflective
parts for night visibility.

For women and men

Sizes XS -> XLL

6200,- NOK
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TURTLE 2 Black (cm) XS S M L XL LL XLL

Height 145-165 155-170 165-175 170-185 180-195 170-185 180-195

Chest line with clothes 60-85 80-95 85-100 90-105 95-110 100-115 105-130

Waist line with clothes 60-75 70-80 75-85 80-90 85-95 90-115 100-125

Hip line with clothes 65-80 80-95 85-100 90-105 95-110 100-115 105-130

Back length 30-45 45-55 50-60 55-65 60-70 55-70 60-75

Cartridge 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC 100 CC 100 CC
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Can I wash the Turtle 2 ?
Our Turtle 2 in Black must not be washed in a washing 
machine or put in dryer. The airbag vest can be washed 
by hand without drowning the mechanical part of the 
system. We recommend that you energetically scrub with 
a brush in warm soapy water (no detergent, products 
may alter the fabric). Baby wipes are very effective. Do 
not rub hard on the retroreflective gray parts.

Is the Turtle 2 water resistant?
As long as the vest is not submerged 
in water, it is water resistant. It was 
designed for outdoor use. So you 
can also wear it when it is raining.

When sliding after a crash, will my airbag vest be damaged?
The vest is made of very resistant and anti-abrasion material so that the textile will protect the airbag tubes. 

Additionally, the TURTLE vest has a back protector on top of the airbag, which also protects the airbag especially 
from intruding objects. We have hundreds of happy customers that reuse their airbag after they have fallen and 

slid, whether on the road or on the track. If the airbag does get damaged it will probably have saved you from 
fractures and/or bruises. Helite is at your service in case your airbag needs a repair or check. 

Is the airbag reusable?
Yes, as long as the airbag is in good condition (no 
holes, tears) you can reuse it. Easy to do, you can 
reset the system yourself in 2 minutes, without 
sending your vest back to Helite. It is only necessary 
to replace the CO2 cartridge with a new one, available 
at all Helite dealers worldwide. Please, check the 
size of the airbag when replacing cartridges. Please 
make sure to choose the right cartridge size that 
corresponds to the size of your airbag.

Can the airbag activate itself automatically? 
What if I forget to detach myself?
Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected 
airbag activation. Accidental deployments are 
extremely rare. The tractive force required to activate 
the airbag is between 20 and 30 kg depending on 
the size. If a rider forgets to detach from his bike, he 
will feel a strong tension on his vest or jacket before 
the airbag is triggered. As the car belt, clip and unclip 
the motorcycle strap will quickly become a habit.

FAQ

Please keep in mind, that our Turtle 2 must always 
be worn over your motorcycle clothes. Every 
person has its own body type, our size charts are 
for information only. We do not recommend to 
wear the airbag if you weigh less than 35 kg.

SIZE 
CHART
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